LOVE BEATS
RHYTHM REBOOT

ONLY $797
GROOVY GALS GETAWAYS - March 3 - 5, 2017
KEY WEST LAND AND SEA ADVENTURE
JOIN US FOR LOVE BEATS ‘RHYTHM REBOOT”
A 2 1/2 day RETREAT WITH LAURIE WINN:
Transformational Author/Speaker- drum facilitator
LOCATED AT THE SEAPRIESTESS SANCTUARY
…..ON LAND
…AND THE DOLPHINS PLAYGROUND ……. AT SEA
Aboard Capt. Victoria Impallomeni’s 25 FT boat
“THE IMP II” for a full day of ocean activities.

Captain Victoria Impallomenii

Day 1 (EVENING) - Arrival time 6pm - Gathering kickoff circle intention ceremony, Art therapy intention - one pot meal - get
acquainted and orientation.

DAY 2 - LAND ACTIVITIES AND MINDFUL INTENTIONS
“ALIGNING YOUR HEART BEAT WITH YOUR HEART’ DESIRES” SESSION
8:30am Breakfast at location
9:00 am SAFE LOVE REBOOT- first session with rhythm activities.
Break LUNCH
1:00 -2:00 Earth Rhythm/Mineral therapeutic rhythm activities
2:30 -3:30 - Energy scans and readings with cutting edge technology!
4:00 pm - Back to room for private time
7:00pm - 10:00pm DILUTED LOVE REBOOT “WHAT’S YOUR STORY?”
Earth Rhythm/ Mineral drum circle by fire pit /fire - we make our own rhythm together activity.
Day 3 Arrive at boat by 7:30 Murray’s Marina M M 5 Stock Island.
8:00AM- 3:00PM Bring breakfast/ lunch on boat for a day on the SEA
Bring drums ,water, crystals you would like to cleanse and recharge with the dolphins energy, a
long sleeve cool shirt, water shoes, towel, light weight sarong, and sunscreen.
Drumming on the beach.

You will be pulled very slowly behind the boat on dolphin/ water massage boards releasing your
physical body to relax and feel what the Dolphins feel in their natural habitat. We provide the
experience that a dolphin feels as they go through the pristine and gentle warm waters of the
ocean while having a womb experience of being held by mother ocean.
We will use sound massage tools, tuning forks and Tibetan brass bowls, on each other while
Capt. Victoria uses her crystal practitioners bowl.
Bring Crystals to charge up and take home as well as one to leave with the dolphin as a sending
and receiving unit.
7:00 closing ceremony- talking stick activity with video photo booth - Final energy scan and aura
reading.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT
TODAY!
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT CAPT. VICTORIA
AT 305-745-9901 or
305-304-7562
OR EMAIL:
laurie@lovebeatsenergy.com

Check out our Facebook Pages!
Groovy Gal Getaways
OR
Dancing Dolphin Spirits Charters

